Toward intrinsically colored peptides: Synthesis and investigation of the spectral properties of methylated azatryptophans in tryptophan-cage mutants.
Tryptophan has been taken as the basic scaffold for a chromophore whose indole residue can be further functionalized by the introduction of endocyclic nitrogen atoms or by N-methylation. When compared with exocyclic modifications, modifying tryptophan in an endocyclic fashion (through atomic substitution) should not perturb the steric profile of the amino acid side chain to such a large extent as that of an exocyclic modification, while simultaneously modulating the polarity, hydrogen-bonding ability, and spectral properties of the amino acid. Of particular interest is that the spectral properties can be tailored such that the chromophore can be monitored at wavelengths that exceed natural protein fluorescence. Ideally, the optimum excitation wavelength should be between 300 and 350 nm, and the emission wavelength should be ≥500 nm such that no cross-excitation/fluorescence occurs. Here, we report the synthesis of amino acid labels that exhibit large red shifts in their fluorescence profiles and their use in peptides.